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EVENTS

UEA’s Water Security and Research Centre, Global Environmental Justice Group, and London Water Research Group are organising the Sixth International Workshop on Hydro-Hegemony on Transboundary Water Justice. This will be held at UEA London on 12-13th January 2013.

Dr Yvan Guichaoua will be presenting at the 12eme Congres AFSP in Paris, 9-11th July 2013. His paper is entitled: «De la revendication nationaliste au Jihad. Les glissements de la contestation armée au Mali».

Information can be found here for the previous and current programme of DEV research seminars.

To follow DEV on Facebook and Twitter please see:
http://www.facebook.com/developmentuea
Twitter (@developmentuea)

RESEARCH OUTPUTS

Articles/Book Chapters


Yvan Guichaoua 2012 Rebel Recruitment in Elgar Handbook of Civil War and Fragile States Brown, K.G., Langer, A (eds)


Bardasi E., K. Beegle, A. Dillon, P. Serneels, 2012, Do labor statistics depend on how and to whom the question was asked? Results from a randomized survey experiment. World Bank Economic Review 25(3): 418-47. The paper was discussed in a recent blog by Markus Goldstein


Working papers

Dr Laura Camfield: Growing Up in Ethiopia and Andhra Pradesh – how is increasing participation in social protection schemes affecting girls’ roles and responsibilities?

Dr Elissaios Papyrakis and Aidy Halimanjaya: Donor Characteristics and the Supply of Climate Change Aid


Reports

NEW RESEARCH GRANTS

Dr Tim Daw won an ESPA Open Access Publication Grant on Addressing Trade Offs in Ecosystem Services and Multiple Stakeholder Wellbeing through Participatory Modelling.

Professor Thomas Sikor won an ESPA Open Access Publication Grant on Ecosystem Services, Poverty Alleviation and Social Justice.

Dr Roger Few held a research proposal ideas workshop ‘Capacity Building for Vietnamese Researchers, Policymakers and Stakeholders with the focus of Climate Change, Health, Resilience and Policy Implications through International Cooperation Partnership’. This was in conjunction with the Centre for Community Health and Development in Vietnam, and supported by the FCO in Vietnam.

CONSULTANCY

Professor Bruce Lankford, in conjunction with UEA’s Water Security Research Group, organised a stakeholder engagement meeting on ‘The Water-Food Nexus: How can available methods and technologies meet the gap in food and water?’ The meeting looked at the opportunities for using new and current scientific methods and technologies to meet increasing demands for water and food.

NEW AND FORTHCOMING COURSES/ACTIVITIES

See here for the UEA based short courses running during the next quarter.

For enquiries relating to details in the newsletter please email devresnews@uea.ac.uk or visit the School of International Development’s website: http://www.uea.ac.uk/dev